How Kim Spoils North

Organic baby food from a private chef, her own penthouse suite, cute designer outfits. But can Kim give Nori everything—and a normal childhood?
HOT PICS!

Celeb Kids at Work
Job shadowing! Stars show their little ones the ropes

Family Sit-down!

Three chairs to that! Brady, 6 (left), and Mason, 8, joined Melissa Joan Hart on a commercial set Oct. 12.

Bills Rancis's Duke, 2, helped take reservations Aug. 25 at the family's RPM Steak restaurant in Chicago.

James Van Der Beek brought Joshua, 2, to the CSI: Cyber set Oct. 3.

Dressed Like Daddy Too!

"Someone likes our @honest new #summer diaper patterns!" Jessica Alba posted of Haven, 3, June 26.